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Introduction
“If parents want to give their children a gift, the best thing they can do is to
teach them to love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort, and keep
on learning. That way, their children don’t have to be slaves of praise. They will
have a lifelong way to build and repair their own confidence…"
Carol S. Dweck - Professor at Stanford and Author of ‘Mindset - The
psychology of success’
As parents, we all want to raise confident children who thrive. Yet for decades,
parenting experts had it all wrong as they believed that confidence and selfesteem could be boosted by praising children with words such as ‘You’re smart’
and ‘Well done’. Extensive research done in the last decade shows that this can
be detrimental and even damaging to children. Other research shows that selfesteem comes from the ‘inside out’ rather than from the words we choose to use
when communicating with our children.
So if praising children with ‘Good boy’ or ‘You’re so clever’ doesn’t work, does
this mean that we cannot influence our children’s confidence and self-esteem at
all? Well thankfully, the latest parenting research shows that there are effective
ways to boost children’s self-esteem and confidence and maximise their chances
of long-term success. So this book’s objective is to equip you with tools that will
help you develop your children’s confidence and self-esteem in order to make
them wiser, more resilient and better able to cope with life’s challenges.
Self-esteem and confidence are very closely related, and we need a healthy level
of both in order to be able to cope with the challenges of life and all of its
inevitable ‘ups and downs’. Self-esteem is our cognitive and, above all,
emotional appraisal of our own worth. More than that, it is the matrix through
which we think, feel, and act, and reflects and determines our relation to
ourselves, to others, and to the world.1
While self-esteem is quite an abstract concept because it is essentially a
reflection of our inner self, confidence is related to action and the way in which
we relate or engage with the external world around us. Confidence can be
learned and developed; we can become better at something through practice
and repetition. But a high level of confidence alone might not be enough for a
person to thrive and particularly to be happy because a person can be confident
in one area of their lives and completely unconfident in another. Indeed, it is
possible for a person to have high self-confidence and low self-esteem - and a
lack of self-esteem can be particularly damaging. Because, although a person
with a high level of confidence is more likely to seize opportunities and take on

new challenges, even if the outcome is successful, if they lack self-esteem they
may not feel good about - or reward themselves - for their achievements.
A high level of confidence and self-esteem are both key to being successful in
all aspects of life, both personal and professional. They play a massive role in
how we think and feel about ourselves and our behaviour tends to reflect those
thoughts and feelings, whether they happen to be positive or negative.
We start to develop confidence and self-esteem during infancy and this is greatly
influenced by our parents’ interactions with us. For a child to develop a healthy
level of both, they need to feel that they are loved by those who are closest to
them and have a strong belief in their own capabilities. This allows children to
approach new challenges with confidence and better equips them to be able to
cope with hurt, disappointment and frustration.
As one would expect, research shows that children with high levels of
confidence and self-esteem tend to be more independent and are more likely to
perform well at school and grow to become happy and successful adults. They
also tend to be smarter, not because they naturally have a higher IQ - which is
only one measure of intelligence - than their peers, but because they have
assimilated that their intelligence and abilities can be developed and improved
over time, as you will discover in this book.
While self-esteem levels do tend to fluctuate slightly at different stages of a
child’s development, it’s important to be able to recognise the signs if your child
is lacking confidence in his/her abilities. This could be as a result of some
external influence that’s outside of your control, or it could be due to a negative
experience that your child has had. Whatever the underlying cause may be,
children with low self-esteem typically lack confidence in their abilities and
have a tendency to ‘talk themselves out’ of trying new things. This is because
they are often so afraid of making mistakes that they tend to avoid taking on new
challenges for fear of not being ‘good enough’.
Thankfully, there are steps that every parent can take to help develop and
nurture your child’s confidence and self-esteem, in order to help increase their
levels of cooperation and maximise their chances of growing to become
independent and resilient adults.
The first step is simply by becoming more aware of the impact your words and
actions have upon the way your child feels about themselves, and that’s exactly
what this book is designed to help you do. It will show you how to avoid some
of the most common ‘parenting traps’ such as over-praising and motivating
through rewards, and provide you with effective alternatives that will help you
develop and nurture your child’s confidence and self-esteem and maximise their
chances of growing to become happy and competent adults.

CHAPTER ONE
Typical parenting mistakes that affect children's self-esteem

“You can't let praise or criticism get to you. It's a weakness to get caught up in
either one”
John Wooden
Every parent wants to boost their children's self-esteem and confidence.
However, the latest research shows that some of the things that parents do with
the best of intentions can actually be detrimental to a child's self-esteem,
particularly because our actions can make children doubt our honesty and
cause them to become afraid of failure.
Here are the 5 most common mistakes that parents make, usually due to a lack
of awareness of their consequences:
1. Using evaluative praise
One of the keys to developing a child’s self-esteem is to make them feel good
about themselves and many parents think that the best way of doing this is by
ensuring that children receive lots of praise and encouragement. And whilst it is

true that some forms of praise and positive comments made to our children are
likely to motivate them, research shows that certain types of praise can actually
do more harm than good.
Indeed, research suggests that using evaluative praise with statements such as
“You’re smart” or “You’re good at this” can create a fear of failure, because
children become afraid to do anything that could expose their ‘flaws’ and call
into question their ‘talent’.2 And yet such praise is commonly used by parents
because it used to be advised by parenting experts in the ‘self-esteem building
culture’ of the last couple of decades. Using such evaluative phrases focuses on
our children’s ‘innate’ talents rather than their ability to develop new skills, and
we run the risk of boxing them into adopting a certain identity. Because if a
child identifies as being ‘smart’ or ‘good’, they may feel as though they have to
live up to that perception all the time, and this pressure can lead to children
becoming afraid of failure.
Such pressure results in children becoming less likely to try new things or taking
risks for fear of not getting it ‘right’ and so they end up missing out on essential
opportunities to develop their confidence and sense of self. They are also likely
to start disregarding their parents’ appreciation of them because they grow to
become cynical of this praise and may doubt its sincerity.
Rather than making children feel better about themselves, evaluative praise often
has the opposite effect, in that it can cause them to focus on their weaknesses.
For example, if we tell our child that they are an excellent reader, their reaction
might be, “How can I be an excellent reader? It took me twice as long to finish
the book than all the other kids in my class”. It can also lead to feelings of
immediate denial and disbelief: “I don’t know why they’re praising my drawing
when the one I did yesterday was so much better - they must be lying”. Or in
some cases, it can even be experienced as manipulation: “I haven’t done

anything to deserve the praise they’re giving me, they must only be saying it
because they want something from me”.
Even though we may use it with the best of intentions, evaluative praise puts too
much pressure on children to live up to our idealised perception of their ability
and ‘talents’ and often serves only to make children feel uncomfortable. Indeed,
many parents find that the more praise they try to give as their child grows up,
the quicker their child is to reject it!
That’s not to say that we should avoid praising our children, in fact quite the
opposite is true. The key is to praise in a more effective way in order to develop
a ‘Growth Mindset’, as we will see in the following chapters.
2. Focusing on the outcome
If we tend to focus on the outcomes by praising them with statements such as:
“I’m so proud of you for getting 100% in your school test”, we can inadvertently
overlook the effort that our children have put in on the occasions when they
don’t excel or aren’t successful in an exam or activity. As we will see in the
following chapters, the effort that they put into something and the potential
mistakes that they make when they don’t get it ‘right’ are usually more valuable
experiences for developing self-esteem than the outcome itself.
Also, if we only praise our children if they achieve a good outcome, then it can
make them feel as though they have to strive for perfection every time, and if
they don’t achieve it then they are somehow failing. This pressure to succeed
every time can lead to children developing a long-term fear of failure.
It can also cause children to think that if they don’t reach the desired outcome
(scoring highly in a test, winning a football match etc.) then they won’t receive
their parent’s praise. And for many children, this apparent withholding of praise
can feel like a criticism.

3. Criticising and comparing to others
There is nothing more demotivating for a child than receiving a constant ‘diet’ of
corrective feedback or 'constructive criticism'.3 This can make them feel singled
out and as if they’re being shamed for aspects of their personality or behaviour.
And yet, it is quite easy to find ourselves as parents in 'error detection' or 'fault
finding' mode, particularly when we feel our child is being lazy and is not
putting enough effort into a task or activity. This is particularly true when it
comes to exams and grades. It is tempting to look at an exam and point out all
the mistakes and this is particularly demotivating for children.
When we focus on highlighting what the child has done well instead, it boosts
their confidence and makes them believe that they are capable and that they
will be able to improve. When you do need to provide feedback, try to do it in a
way that will not affect their confidence. See Chapter 3 for more ideas on how
to do this. It is also essential that you avoid comparing them to a better-behaved
sibling or school friend as this is also demotivating, and it could send your child
the message that they have innate flaws and therefore have little to no capacity
to change.
4. Overpraising and going overboard
Giving children constant praise for even the slightest of achievements may seem
like a good way of increasing their confidence, helping them to become more
competent and improving behaviour. This type of constant ‘positive
reinforcement’ is actually still advocated by a lot of parenting experts nowadays.
However, research shows that praising children indiscriminately means that our
praise is likely to become meaningless to them and loses its power to influence
over time.4
By being praised for everything they do, children are likely to become ‘praise
junkies’ and to be overly influenced by what other people think of them as they

are so used to being evaluated.This also makes it more likely that they will
become ‘people-pleasers’ as adults who seek constant validation from other
people. As a result, they may find themselves frequently being either 'made' or
'broken' by someone else's opinion of them.
Similarly, if we become over-excited when praising children for the slightest of
achievements, this can make them doubt our sincerity. In other words, if you go
too ‘over the top’, you may find that in the long-term your child becomes
cynical of your praise and starts to doubt the sincerity of the appreciation you
have for them. Children are very good at sensing when we are not being
authentic in our interactions with them, so if we do this too often we may find
that it starts to negatively impact upon the trust and connection we have with
them.
This is especially true of older children; while young children will tend to accept
what we say without question, teenagers are usually more aware of the possible
motives behind our words and actions. With maturity comes a certain level of
cynicism as well as the ability to question, so keep this in mind when praising
older children.
5. Using reward systems & sticker charts
Rewards and sticker chart systems have become hugely popular over recent
years; parents use them as a means to encourage good behaviour from their
children and help them develop a positive attitude towards daily tasks and
household chores.
Whilst such systems can certainly be effective in the short-term, the reward chart
system teaches kids that the only point in being well-behaved is that they will be
rewarded for it. Indeed, research shows that the external motivation provided by
the reward becomes stronger than the internal motivation of simply behaving the
way they should.5 This means that if you constantly reward your child for

something now, you are effectively reducing the chance for them to repeat that
behaviour again unless they are cajoled with more rewards.
This can be difficult for some parents to accept, as rewards and sticker charts
often tend to produce quick and impressive results. However, the change in
behaviour is unlikely to last because such reward systems only focus on
increasing the external motivation of the child, rather than having any real effect
on their beliefs or attitude. This is because rewards don’t encourage children to
think about or take responsibility for their behaviour, don’t help to teach them
‘right from wrong’ and nor do they have any influence upon their moral
development.
They are essentially a way of ‘bribing’ our children to do as we ask and once we
remove the reward, the good behaviour disappears with it. In the long-term,
parents are very likely to find that their children come to expect greater and
greater rewards, so that by the time they become teenagers, they may refuse to
comply with any of your requests without some form of reward such as a
financial incentive.
6. Focusing on your feelings rather than your children’s
When our child does something we’re proud of, it’s only natural to want to tell
them so, for example, “I’m so proud of you!” or “You’ve really impressed me”
are two of the most common phrases that parents find themselves saying.
Although such phrases are innocuous and well-meaning, these are still
evaluations of our child’s actions and it puts the focus on what we think about
the situation without leaving room for the child to make their own selfevaluation.
Children could also interpret such statements as meaning that it’s more
important to impress their parents and make us proud of them than it is to
simply take part in an activity for the sake of learning, growing and developing
as a person.

You do most of the above? Do not despair!
If you’re used to making some or all of the mistakes listed above, which are very
common, do not despair. Because this book’s objective is to equip you with
more effective ways of praising that will help to raise your child’s level of selfesteem and maximise their chances of growing to become confident and
independent adults.

CHAPTER TWO
Fixed Mindset, Growth Mindset and The Importance of Mistakes
“A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity, an optimist sees the
opportunity in every difficulty"
Winston Churchill
Recent research has made significant discoveries in the understanding of what
makes children want to take on challenges and why they can become afraid of
mistakes. And consequently, the effect this can have on their confidence, selfesteem and level of resilience.
For ten years, psychologist Carol Dweck6 and her team at Columbia and
Stanford examined a group of primary school children and focused on how they
responded to praise. She discovered that children tend toward one of two
mindsets. The first is a ‘fixed mindset’, when a child believes that his or her
intelligence is ‘set in stone’ and will therefore only choose tasks that they deem
appropriate to this level of intelligence, lest they risk failure. The second,
healthier mindset is the ‘growth mindset’ belonging to the child who is happy to
take on new challenges because they see them as opportunities for growth and
new experience, even if this involves making mistakes.
Dweck discovered that a child’s experience of praise had a direct influence over
which of these mindsets children were more likely to adopt. The first group of
‘failure-fearing’ children were generally used to being praised for their

intelligence with words such as ‘you’re smart/clever’, whereas the second group
possessed more of a ‘try and try again’ attitude and were more familiar with
being praised for their effort rather than the outcome.
As Carol Dweck explains, “Emphasising effort gives a child a variable that they
can control. They come to see themselves as in control of their success.
Emphasising natural intelligence takes it out of the child’s control, and it
provides no good recipe for responding to a failure.”
The implications of a Fixed Mindset in children
People with a fixed mindset believe that their basic level of intelligence, skill
and ability is ‘fixed’ from birth and therefore can’t be developed or improved
over time. So when a child has a fixed mindset, this can affect everything from
their attitude to learning and education right through to their willingness to take
on new challenges or try new things. Children are unlikely to take part in an
activity, whether it be a sport or something educational, if they don’t believe that
they can develop their ability and get better at it over time. They are far more
likely to stick with the things that they are good at in the belief that that is where
their ‘natural’ abilities lie. Because if they attempt something new and don’t get
it ‘right’ first time, then this could serve as proof that they lack intelligence.
Evaluative praise is closely linked to causing children to have a fixed mindset this is because evaluative praise ‘grades’ children according to their perceived
level of ability. For example, if we tell children that they are smart, they may feel
that they have to live up to this perception of them all the time, and will start to
avoid anything that may call their level of intelligence into question, for fear of
disappointing us. As a result, they may start to develop an aversion to tests and
exams, and it can lead to them disliking, and therefore avoiding, education and
learning in the long-term.
As explained, a mindset is a set of personal beliefs and is a way of thinking that
influences our behaviour and attitude toward ourselves and others. However,
whilst it’s important to be aware of the differences between a growth mindset

and a fixed mindset, it’s equally important to avoid categorising children as
possessing either one or the other. We have to remember that people rarely fit
neatly into one category; we all display a certain characteristics of each mindset
depending on our mood and the situation.
Mistakes as opportunities for learning:
“You are not a failure until you start blaming others for your mistakes” - John
Wooden
The other primary cause of children developing a fixed mindset is a child’s
interpretation of, and their attitude towards, the mistakes that they make. Making
mistakes is a part of being human, so if our children are afraid of making them,
they will be less likely to take on new challenges and will be very resistant to
doing anything that is unfamiliar, which is hardly a good preparation for the
realities of adult life.
It’s important to recognise that our attitude as parents has a significant influence
as to whether our children are able to learn from their mistakes or become afraid
of making them. Of course, it’s only natural that as parents, we want to protect
our children from getting hurt, feeling discouraged, or making mistakes of any
kind. We love them so much that we can’t bear to see them suffer, so we
frequently find ourselves swooping in and ‘rescuing’ them from challenging
situations.
Whilst we may have the best of intentions, when we intervene too much in their
activities, we often rob our children of the opportunity to learn the invaluable
lessons that making mistakes and the process of trial and error has to teach.
"It's particularly important for young children to have the chance to play and
take risks without feeling that their parents will criticize or correct them for
doing something wrong."7
Also, if we constantly issue our children with warnings of all the bad things that

may happen, we can make them anxious about life’s dangers. We inadvertently
disempower them by showing them that we are not prepared to trust them and
have no faith in their ability to cope with/learn from making mistakes. Phrases
such as “I told you so”, only serve to distance them further away from taking
responsibility for their mistake and/or learning from its natural consequences,
and makes children less inclined to listen to what we have to say.
Every childhood experience, if handled well, can become an invaluable learning
experience. Allowing your children to make mistakes and experience their
natural consequences teaches them that it’s ok to get things wrong from time to
time, and as a result they will become better equipped, not only at handling
their mistakes, but also at preventing them in the long-term.
By demonstrating through our actions as well as our words, that it is ok to make
mistakes, we are helping our children to develop a growth mindset. While if we
punish, chastise or express disappointment when our children make a mistake,
they are far more likely to adopt a fixed mindset, which as we have already
discovered, can negatively impact upon their attitude to learning and their
ability to develop new skills.
As a parent, it’s important to have faith in your children that they can survive
upset and disappointment because they will become more confident and
resilient in the process. So for example, when trying to get them invited to a
birthday party they weren’t included in, or pressuring the soccer coach to give
them more game time - we’re not doing them any favours as we’re removing
valuable opportunities for our kids to develop their ‘disappointment’ muscle.
Kids need to know that it's okay to fail, and that it's normal to feel sad, anxious,
or angry. They learn to succeed by overcoming obstacles, not by having us
remove them.
So what you should try to do instead, however hard it may be, is start learning to
identify which mistakes you need to allow your children to make. Such mistakes
are known as ‘affordable’ mistakes (as opposed to ‘unaffordable’ mistakes that

could result in serious upset or injury), and by allowing your children to deal
with the ‘natural’, i.e. the immediate and logical consequences of their mistakes,
means that they become much better at recovering from the upset of mistakes
and finding ways to solve them in the long-term.
To summarise, it’s clear that our attitude as parents has a significant influence as
to whether our children learn from their mistakes or become afraid of making
them. So show your children that it is important to embrace mistakes by
modelling this behaviour when you make one. And resist the urge to swoop in
and try to rescue them from frustration and disappointment, and instead allow
them the opportunity to train their ‘disappointment muscles’.

CHAPTER THREE
10 Ways to Foster Self-Esteem and Help Your Child Develop a
Growth Mindset
“Our studies show that teaching people to have a ‘growth mindset’, which
encourages a focus on effort rather than on intelligence or talent, helps make
them into high achievers in school and in life.”
Carol S. Dweck

Developing a Growth Mindset in children
What Dweck’s and other neuroscientific research shows is that the brain is like a
muscle - it gets stronger with use. When we communicate this same message to
our children, the effect on their attitude and ability to learn is astonishing.
Helping kids to understand that the struggles we experience when we are
learning new and challenging things are normal and are actually a sign of neural
connections strengthening in our brains, is a powerful way to transform their
attitude and their perspective. Increase of motivation, willingness to accept new
challenges, and healthier reactions to failure are only a few of the benefits
children experience when they understand how their brains works.8 (See
Chapter 5 for books on how on how to talk to kids about their brains.)

If a child has been struggling in an area of their education, by helping them to
develop a growth mindset, we are empowering them to realise that if they work
hard at it, then they are very likely to improve. Once children understand that
their intelligence and skill levels aren’t innate but rather nurtured and
developed, they become naturally curious and are intrinsically motivated to
problem-solve and acquire new knowledge and skills through sustained effort
and hard work.
Therefore, our job as parents should be to encourage our children’s natural
curiosity about the world around them, and allow them to make mistakes and
learn through practice, repetition and the process of trial and error. In doing this,
we are maximising our child’s chances of developing a lifelong love of learning
and education. One of the most significant benefits of a growth mindset is that it
makes children smarter by showing them that their skills and abilities can be
developed as there is no such thing as ‘fixed intelligence’.
Because once children understand that they can develop their intelligence by
simply working hard at it, in the same way one would strengthen a muscle
through repeated use, they realise that the only limit to their capabilities are the
ones they impose on themselves. (The real life example of Dominic O’Brien,
eight time World Memory Champion in Chapter 4 is a great testament to this).
This realisation leads them to put more hard work and effort into their studies
and bolsters their love of education, meaning that they are always looking to
learn more.
So we need to show our children that the most important aspect of any
challenge is the effort and practice they put in as this leads to them being able to
achieve anything. This allows children to start focusing on improvement rather
than worrying about how well they performed.

And when we stop overemphasising our child’s performance and the outcome of
that performance and focus on the effort made instead, we are also helping our
children to understand the intrinsic value of simply ‘taking part’. This encourages
them to adopt an attitude of ‘effort over outcome’, which means that the process
of taking on new challenges becomes rewarding in itself and thus this becomes
the ultimate goal.
Being Specific and making it about them
As explained in Chapter 1, we need to be more conscious and aware of what
happens in the mind of our child after we praise them. It is important not to
‘over-praise’ our children with general statements such as “This is great!” or
“You’re so clever!” because as soon as they spot that we are so hopelessly biased
that we will admire just about everything they do, our praise becomes
meaningless. Our children start to doubt the sincerity of our praise, and in the
long-term our words of appreciation can backfire by causing children to develop
a fixed mindset.
Instead of praising our children with general/evaluative words, it is more
effective to acknowledge their effort, behaviour or even their attitude. Praising
specific aspects of their achievement in this way will help them learn to selfevaluate their abilities in the future. So, for example, Dweck’s research shows
that telling your child “You’ve done really well, you must have put a lot of effort
in this”, is much more effective than yet another “You've done well, you’re really
smart.”
Often just describing something that your child has achieved, or expressing
interest in the achievement by asking a question about how they did it, is the
best way to praise a child. So for example saying, “I really like the way you

mixed the colours in your picture”, is better than, “That’s a lovely picture.”
When we show our children that their work is interesting, it enables them to
‘self-evaluate’ in future rather than become dependent on our opinion or
judgement.
It is also crucial to manage our expectations of what our children are able to
achieve at different ages. Indeed, over-expectation can easily lead children to
feel that whatever they do is never ‘good enough’. Children can easily develop
low self-esteem when criticised regularly, even if the criticism appears to be
‘constructive’. It is important to mention what they have done well and focus on
the effort they have put in (no matter what the task), before talking about how
they could improve and what they could have done better (see below).
10 ways to foster self-esteem and help your child develop a Growth Mindset:
1. Help them discover their individuality:
Self-esteem comes from feeling good about yourself and understanding what
you’re good at and ultimately what makes you unique. The most effective way of
achieving long-lasting change in your child’s confidence and behaviour is by
increasing their internal motivation.
The first step is to help them identify their unique skills. As they are young and
lack experience, it’s important to allow your child to experiment with different
activities so that they can find things they enjoy and that they ‘naturally’ have
more facility/aptitude at. This will help them enjoy the process of learning and
improving, and they will be less likely to give up in the face of difficulty because
they enjoy the activity.
As they grow, you can help them make a list of their skills and ‘gifts’ for
example, being good at a sport (football, gymnastics, dancing, etc.) or a musical
instrument, and this can also be expanded to possessing traits such as being a
‘helper’, a ‘carer’, etc. A great forum in which to do this is a Family Meeting (see

Chapter 5). The key is to ensure that you highlight their skills in a way that
doesn’t sound like evaluative praise and doesn’t focus on their innate character.
The idea is to make children feel that they have the opportunity to develop the
abilities and characteristics that make them unique.
When children engage in a behaviour or activity purely for the enjoyment of it,
they do so because it is intrinsically rewarding and not because they are trying
to earn an external reward.
2. Develop perseverance by finding things that will challenge them:
Self-esteem also comes from struggle and overcoming adversity. It’s important
that your children don’t only do things that come easily to them and that they
find (age-appropriate) challenges that they can overcome. Encouraging children
to find their own solutions to problems significantly increases their confidence
because it helps them to realise that they can overcome challenges without
relying on another’s intervention or praise. The brain has to learn to persevere
through challenges.9
It is therefore essential to allow your child to struggle when facing challenges as
this gives them the opportunity to develop perseverance, persistence and grit. If
they struggle at something, rather than ‘saving them’ by intervening, you can
help them by suggesting alternatives strategies to achieve what they are trying to
do.
If they express frustration during a challenge and they say something along the
lines of “I’m not good at this”, always remind them that they are not yet good at
something. ‘Yet’ is a powerful word which is the epitome of a growth mindset vs.
a fixed one, as it reminds children that this is a temporary state and they can
improve things with effort.
3. Celebrate challenges and mistakes:
To develop a Growth Mindset and resilience, children need to feel that it’s
normal and important to encounter challenges and to make mistakes as

ultimately they can learn from them. One way to do this is to help them
understand that FAIL can be thought of as a ‘First Attempt In Learning’ and that
taking action and failing would yield less regret than failing to try in the first
place.
When they encounter challenges, you should start by giving your child empathy
for their difficulty or feeling (e.g. ”You seem to have really struggled with your
maths homework; maths can be tricky sometimes”). Then you can help them
find strategies to make things less challenging, such as for example ‘chunking’
things, ie. divide a bigger challenges into smaller parts to make it more
achievable.
If you feel that there is room for improvement in something they have done,
instead of directly giving them ‘constructive criticism’, try asking them: “Are you
happy with the result” (as this allows your child to tell you what they would like
to improve) or “What could you do better next time?”. This will give them an
opportunity to self-evaluate and to be more empowered and responsible for the
solutions that they decide to implement to improve things.
In this area, ‘modelling’ is also key (see point 10 below). For example, a good
way to help your child assimilate the importance of mistakes is to share your
mistakes or struggles regularly and what you learnt from them. You could make
this a part of mealtimes or include it as part of a Family Meeting (see Chapter 5),
and use this time to ask your childr(en) to share their mistakes and what you
have all learnt from them.
4. Praise the effort, the persistence and the progress:
For example, “I can see by your playing the piano how much you have
practiced”, or “You know your times tables by heart, I can see that you have put
a lot of effort into learn this”. Or alternatively, you can ask them to explain the
reason for their success - as it will usually be the effort/practice that they've put
into it.
It’s important that you praise your children only for the traits that they have the

power to change. When you focus on your children’s effort, rather than their
achievements or level of ability, you encourage them to learn the art of
motivation as you help them to recognise that sometimes tasks require us to put
in effort over a long period of time . You want them to think “Yes, I worked really
hard to get to this result so it’s worth making the effort in the future”.
Encouraging them to adopt this attitude will also make them less afraid of
making mistakes as they start to recognise that they an essential part of the
learning process.
5. Praise descriptively and describe the ‘process’:
Focus on strategy and the process of learning rather than the outcome, and
praise the steps your child takes as this shows them that each step is a necessary
part of achieving something. So for example, instead of saying "Wow, this is so
beautiful!" ask your child a question, “How did you do this part?”, or describe
what you see, “Wow the chicken in your drawing looks so lifelike!”. Your child
will appreciate that you have taken an interest in their work and how it was
executed, and is more likely to realise his/her achievements and want to share
them with you.
6. Praise specific actions rather than their overall behaviour:
This allows your child to realise that their behaviour is something that they
choose rather than something they are. For example, instead of saying, "You
behaved really well when Granny was here", you can say, “I really appreciated
that you helped Granny get in and out of her chair during her visit.”
Also, ‘staged’ eavesdropping - for example praising your child to a partner or
another adult within their hearing - can also be a great way to acknowledge one
of your child’s specific actions.
7. Make it about them:
What you ultimately want is for your children to develop their own power of

self-evaluation and self-awareness. Without a healthy level of self-awareness,
children can become ‘praise junkies’ who are dependent on you to tell them if
they are doing well. They can develop a kind of ‘false self’, which they adopt
and adapt to please the adults around them or to get what they need from the
world. To nurture your child’s ability to self-evaluate and help them
acknowledge their achievements, instead of saying “I’m so proud of you”, try
asking them instead, “You have worked hard and did well on this test, are you
proud of yourself?”, or “Are you happy with the result?”. And once they answer,
“Yes I am”, you can always add: “I am proud of you too!”.
8. Be selective in your praise and be honest:
Praise everything your child does and he or she will either discount what you
are saying, or become dependent on praise for self-affirmation. Avoid praising
your child if they do something that they’re supposed to do. For example, when
they carry something to the table or throws their shirt into the hamper, a simple
"Thank you" is sufficient. Even young kids can see right through false praise, so it
is important to remain honest. That said, some people have a tendency to
‘under-praise’ in fear that doing the opposite might ‘spoil’ their child. Be aware
that this is not good either, as your children do need your encouragement and
positive comments to feel good about what they do. If in doubt, just remember
to follow the guidelines above for effective ways of encouraging them.
9. Accentuate the positive, reduce the negative:
Make sure that your positives outweigh the negatives so that you fill your child's
‘I'm capable’ account instead of filling the ‘I'm a failure’ account. To do so,
focus on their uniqueness rather than on their weaknesses. There is research that
estimates that children need at least three times more positive comments than
negative ones to be motivated and confident. To achieve this, rather than saying
“No, that’s not the way to do this”, suggest “I see that you’ve done it this way.
There’s another way of doing it that you might prefer, shall I show it to you?”.

When your child’s predictions or comments are overly negative, remember that
your role is not to counter their gloom with false predictions or unreasonable
expectations, but to teach them not to undermine their confidence with selfdefeating and ‘fixed mindset’ talk. Generally try and model optimism about life
by giving your child the perspective of the ‘glass is half-full’ as opposed to the
‘glass is half-empty’. But instead of offering basic reassurances to ‘look on the
bright side’, encourage them to think about specific ways to improve a situation
and bring them closer to their goals.
10. Lead by example:
For your children to develop a Growth Mindset, the whole household should
ideally be setting the right example as children typically imitate their parents
and their mindset. So demonstrate your growth mindset to your children as often
as possible, and try to catch yourself when you are not modelling the best
example.
If you have a tendency to use negative language “I’m not any good at this” or
“This is so difficult”, try to replace them with more growth-oriented statements.
For example, “I’m not as good as I’d like to be at this, I need to practice more”
or “I haven’t yet mastered this, it requires a lot of effort, but I know that it’ll
worth it in the end”.
And when something doesn’t work out as you expected, avoid statements like, “I
completely messed this up” and replace with “Although I didn’t get it right this
time, I really learnt a lot from the process and I can’t wait to give it another go.”
In an ideal world, you should find as many opportunities as possible to
demonstrate a positive attitude, and show your children that even during tough
times you’re always going to strive to adopt the ‘glass half full’ perspective. By
adopting this attitude, you are demonstrating to your children that there are
positives to be found in any mistake or challenge.

CHAPTER FOUR
Real Life Examples: How to Develop a Growth Mindset
The stories below are real life examples taken from a biography ‘You Can Have
an Amazing Memory’ and our own experience with one of our children. These
stories are great illustrations of how children and adults alike can develop a
Growth Mindset at any age and in the process, improve their confidence and
self-esteem.
Real life example 1 - How a mindset can change at any age
The following is the real life story of Dominic O’Brien, eight time World
Memory Champion. It’s a great example of someone who overcame criticism
and personal challenges with self-belief, practice and sustained effort and hard
work and went on to achieve one of the most impressive feats of mental agility
that the world has ever seen. This story is an amazing example of a Growth
Mindset, and it is a great one to share with your kids to help illustrate the fact
that intelligence is not fixed and that you can achieve almost anything if you
focus your mind and put enough effort in.
As a child, Dominic O’Brien was diagnosed with dyslexia and was told by a
teacher at a young age that he ‘would not amount to much in life’.
Unsurprisingly, this had a profoundly negative impact upon his self-esteem, and

as a result he grew increasingly stressed and reluctant to go to school each day.
This wasn’t helped by the fact that his teachers were so frustrated with his apathy
and apparent lack of effort that they would literally sometimes try to shake him
out of his educational stupor.
O’Brien describes how at that time, he felt as though his brain was like a
muscle, but that it was in a permanent state of relaxation and in very real danger
of atrophy. His situation and feelings towards school didn’t improve over the
following years, in fact if anything they got worse. The day he left school (at the
earliest opportunity) he said it felt at the time, like one of the happiest days of his
life.
Fast forward to 15 years later and O’Brien went on to perform such an
impressive feat of mental agility that it led to him being crowned ‘World
Memory Champion’, on no less than eight separate occasions - he sat down
with a deck of cards and decided that he would teach himself to memorise every
single one. So what changed in those 15 years, between him sharing his
teacher’s belief that he would amount to nothing, to him deciding to sit down
and put his mental agility to the test in such an extreme way?
O’Brien’s ‘memory journey’ as he describes it all began in 1987 when he was 30
years old and watching TV. The programme featured Creighton Carvello, an
accomplished memory man of the time, remembering an arbitrary sequence of
52 playing cards. O’Brien was fascinated - he was so impressed and curious to
know how Carvello had achieved this remarkable feat, that he sat down with a
deck of cards and decided that the best way of working out whether it was
possible was by attempting it himself.
With practice, dedication and sustained hard work, he did learn how to
memorise that deck of playing cards, and this led to the realisation that if he set

his mind to something, he could achieve absolutely anything. He gained selfesteem and a level of confidence that he’d never had before, and he describes
feeling as though a whole new world of opportunity opened up before him.
O’Brien discovered that there are no limits to where a growth mindset can take
you, and his story demonstrates how intelligence isn’t something that we are
born with and isn’t ‘set in stone’ as many people believe. It proves that with
effort, patience and hard work, even the seemingly most unlikely of people can
go on to achieve the most amazing of things.

Real life example 2 - Encouraging self-evaluation and highlighting the parallel
between effort and skill
When our daughter Noor was five years old, we discovered all the amazing
research described in this book and we learnt the importance of encouraging
our children to self-evaluate. This meant that we no longer just focused on our
own feelings about our children, but instead we made a conscious effort to start
allowing our children to express their feelings towards us and what was
happening to them. So we started changing our language and instead of saying
“I’m so proud of you”, we replaced it with “You’ve been putting in so much
practice and effort, you must be really proud of yourself”. Our daughter’s
response to this was invariably: “Not really, it was easy”, whatever the activity.
Six months into trying this, we were starting to really wonder if this was working
with our daughter and we started doubting the effect this new language was
having. But shortly after that, she came home one day from ballet and exclaimed
“I am so proud of myself because I was named ballerina of the week and it’s all
because I’ve been practising so hard!”. This was exactly what we had hoped for
all along - not only did she feel proud of herself, which clearly improved her

self-esteem and confidence, but she also understood that all the effort and hard
work she had put in had enabled her to achieve this.
A few weeks later, we took Noor to see ‘Cirque du Soleil’ for the first time, and
she was mesmerised by the circus performers. About ten minutes into the show,
she turned to us and said “Wow, they must have put in so much practice to be
able to do that?!”. We were so pleased that she had reached this conclusion by
herself; she was demonstrating that she perfectly understood what it meant to
have a growth mindset and could see for herself how much practice is required
to excel at something. And this important learning moment is likely to continue
having a positive influence over her life for many years to come. As for us, we
couldn’t have been any more proud of her, although we did of course choose
our words carefully when informing Noor of this fact!

Real life example 3 - How to turn setbacks into an opportunity to increase selfesteem and help develop a growth mindset
Lots of children go through phases where they seem to dislike or start struggling
with one of their subjects at school or an activity. This is a very common
problem and one that many parents find themselves worrying about. The
difficulty is knowing whether or not we should try to intervene, and particularly
how we can improve things.
We found ourselves in this situation with our daughter, Noor, when she turned
seven. Although she had incorporated a ‘Growth Mindset’ with regards to sports
such as ballet, gymnastics, swimming and tennis and some academic subjects
such as maths, it took us some time to realise that she had developed a ‘Fixed
Mindset’ with regards to reading and writing. She had been struggling with her
reading over the last school year, and slowly but surely started to fall behind. We

knew that she was struggling, but didn't worry about it too much as we
recognised that all children develop at different rates, and we trusted in the
education system to support her and encourage her in the areas in which she
was having difficulty. We also recognised that there are countries where they
delay reading until a later age, so perhaps she simply wasn't 'ready'.
We also felt that if we swooped in and tried to fix the problem, we'd blow the
situation out of all proportion and probably make Noor dislike reading even
more. The last thing we wanted was for her to carry her dislike of reading into
adulthood. We were stuck in quite a tricky situation, feeling unsure as to what
was the right thing to do. The problem was that her reluctance to read was
getting worse. Not only was she struggling with the basics, but she also became
really anxious when doing it and even when talking about it, especially when
sitting down to read with me (Nadim).
Neither of us could really understand what was making her so anxious and over
the next few months, despite our best efforts to encourage her, the problem
snowballed until it actually prevented her from getting into the school we had
wanted. This was our ‘wake-up call’, as it was clear by now that the problem
wasn’t going to rectify itself and it wasn’t just a phase that Noor was going
through. In fact, it was getting worse so now was the time for us to act.
We sat down and talked about how we had dealt with the situation thus far, and
we soon realised that we hadn’t allowed Noor to develop a ‘Growth Mindset’
about reading. Although we’d encouraged her to practice her reading and made
time to read with her, Carole hadn’t really been consistent enough for Noor to
make some steady progress, which is essential in her feeling more confident and
developing more competence.
We also thought about what could be making Noor so anxious when reading

with me, and realised that up to now, my impatience for her to improve had
made poor Noor afraid to read with me in case she made mistakes. In order for
Noor to feel more comfortable reading with me, I first had to make her feel
better about herself and make her feel that mistakes are okay. I had to lower my
expectations and make an effort to be more patient and empathetic with her
struggle.
We decided that the best way to approach the situation was to sit down with
Noor and involve her in the process of creating a reading programme that we
would implement over the summer holidays. Involving her in this way was a
great way of encouraging her to open up and share some of the problems she
had been experiencing. Plus, we knew that if she had a say in creating the
schedule, she’d be far more likely to stick to it.
By taking the time to listen to Noor and showing more empathy for her struggle,
we soon discovered that she was feeling frustrated at the fact that she wasn’t
able to keep up with kids her own age. We also learned that her teacher had
made her afraid of reading and making mistakes because she had sometimes
shown some frustration at Noor’s slow pace (as I/Nadim had also done at home).
So over the summer holidays, we implemented this strategy. It didn’t all go
smoothly – there were quite a few power struggles along the way! However,
with me making a conscious effort to be more patient, empathetic and flexible,
and Carole striving to be more consistent in encouraging Noor to practice, we
were determined that we were going to solve the problem together as a family.
With our help and encouragement, which focused on the effort and progress she
was making, Noor soon realised that the more she practiced her reading, the
better she got. This growth mindset didn’t happen overnight, it took sustained
effort, but the results couldn’t have been any better.

After a couple of months of regular practice, we sat down the Sunday before
starting school for a family meeting and - as we do at the beginning of each of
these meetings - we shared gratitude and compliments with one another. Noor
amazed us by coming up with a new initiative – she asked “Can I be grateful for
myself?” “Do you mean that you want to share something that you’re proud of?”
we asked. “Yes! I am proud that I have finished ‘Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’ and that I am reading much better now, and I am enjoying it more!” she
nodded excitedly. Carole and I were absolutely beaming! We thought that her
idea of sharing what she is proud of during a family meeting was great and we
now implement this - we ask each and every member of the family what has
made them feel proud every week.
What made this situation even more valuable is that we discovered after this
episode that Noor actually had a problem with her eyes that prevented her from
reading ‘normally’! We had seen optometrists to check her eyes in the past as
we wondered if her difficulty in reading might have been due to this. She had
passed all tests successfully, but this was a condition that could only be
identified by specialised optometrists and research led us to go see a new eye
specialist. As a result, Noor began doing daily exercises to correct this eye
problem and started wearing glasses to read, which made her progress much
faster.
After three months of eye exercises, where Noor made only very slow progress
in her reading, and which therefore required a lot of the techniques described in
this book, there was a sudden acceleration of her reading pace. She now has a
‘normal’ reading speed for her age, so the persistence and effort were well worth
it!
What we can learn from these real life examples

As parents, our focus should be on building a growth mindset in our children,
and this cannot be developed by us simply having high expectations of them. By
showing them that their struggles and mistakes are completely ‘normal’ and
being truly accepting of them, while at the same time praising their effort,
progress and persistence, we will encourage them to take on new challenges
and make them unafraid to make mistakes.

CHAPTER FIVE
Tools and Activities to do with Children to Develop their SelfEsteem
Top Tools to develop self-esteem
Tool 1: Limited Choices
Offering your children Limited Choices enables them to make decisions from a
young age and helps to develop their confidence. Although these choices are
generally limited to two, this autonomy gives them the opportunity to express
their individual identity and values, which in turn will help to reduce power
struggles and conflict and make them more willing to comply with your
requests. Limited Choices works so effectively because it allows you to share
control on your terms instead of letting your child take over. It shows them that
you are prepared to trust them, helps to give them a sense of control over the
situation and shows them that their opinion matters and that their feelings are
being heard. Offering choices also allow children to practice making decisions
(good and bad) early on, so it’s the best preparation for the ‘real world’.
How to give Limited Choices:

1. Think of two limited choices or options that suit you.
2. Present these choices before your child has a chance to oppose what you
might suggest (i.e. before a power struggle occurs). This is why you should give
Limited Choices as much as possible throughout the day by trying to replace as
many order/commands as you can with a Limited Choice (or other alternative
tools such as Asking Questions or Positive & Enforceable Statements).
3. Ask your child to choose between your two options. For example:
a) “Would you like to brush your teeth now or in ten minutes?”
b) “Would you rather do your homework now or after you’ve finished dinner?”
c) “Do you prefer the blue shirt or the red shirt?”

Tool 2: Positive Redirection
As parents, we don’t always realise how much of our interaction with our
children is in the form of negative statements such as “No you can’t have ice
cream before dinner”, or “Stop slamming that door!”. In fact, research shows
that 80% of parents’ interaction with their children is usually negative. Of
course, we have to tell our children ‘No’ from time to time, but the problem is
that if we say it too often, it starts to lose its effectiveness over time and it can
negatively affect their self-esteem and confidence in taking on challenges.
Psychologists have found that by simply reducing your use of the word ‘No’ and
other negative statements and replacing them with more positive alternatives,
you can make a significant difference to your child’s behaviour and motivation.
How to use Positive Redirection:

A. If your child is asking for something that you’re not willing to give them:
1. Begin your answer with a ‘Yes’ regardless of whether you intend to grant the
request or not. This allows you to redirect their request. For example:
• As an answer to: “Can I have an ice-cream?”, try “Yes sure, you can have an
ice-cream after dinner” - instead of: “No, you can’t have an ice-cream, dinner is
in half an hour”.
• As an answer to “I want this toy”, use “Yes, you can put this on your birthday
list” - rather than: “There’s no way I’m buying you this now!”.
B. If your child is doing something that you want them to stop doing:
1. Use a positive command (also called a ‘start command’) expressed firmly and
try to do this without raising your voice (see example below).
2. If possible, suggest an alternative activity or an alternative way of doing
things. For example:
• “Please speak quietly” - instead of “Stop Yelling.”
• “Gently pet the dog - instead of: “Stop hurting the dog.”

Tool 3: Problem Solving
As parents, we often skip straight to offering solutions to our children when they
present us with a problem, or to implementing consequences or punishment

when they misbehave, without giving them the opportunity to solve their own
issues or to try to understand the reasons for their behaviour. In doing so, we are
underestimating their ability to solve their own problems, and we are not giving
them a chance to participate in finding solutions to these problems for
themselves. This tool empowers your children to find solutions to their own
problems, rather than focusing on consequences and punishment (which can
have detrimental effects on motivation). It’s a great way of teaching your child to
think for themselves and encourages them to be responsible for their own
actions, which makes it far more effective than any other form of discipline.
How to use Problem Solving:
This tool can be used in two different ways:
1. Your child has a problem, which they tell you about: For e.g. they have no
friends, they don’t like school or they are struggling to do their homework on
time (which by the way is their problem, not yours!):
a) Encourage your child to take ownership of their problem by asking them,
“What could YOU do about this?”. The answer to this question is usually, “I
don’t know”, particularly if they’ve not been ‘coached’ to find solutions to their
own problems before. So you can respond to this by saying, “Do you want me to
help give you some ideas to start with?” or “Would you like me to tell you what
some other children have tried?”
b) If they say “No thank you”, say “Okay, but if you change your mind, I’m
always here to listen.”
c) If they say “Yes please”, give them some different options of possible
solutions. Offer them at least two solutions.

d) Empower: After you explain each solution, encourage your child to evaluate it
by asking, “How would that work for you?”. If you can’t come up with any ideas
straight away, simply say to your child, “Let me have a think about it and check
how other kids have dealt with this problem and I’ll get back to you”.
e) Show interest, but avoid interfering: Once your child has decided on which
solution they think would be the most appropriate course of action (either one
that you have suggested or one they have come up with themselves), all you
need to say is, “Let me know how it all works out - good luck!”.
2. When you have a problem that you want to discuss with your child: Perhaps
you would like your child to improve a certain aspect of their behaviour and you
want to involve your child in finding solutions to this issue:
a) Initiate a problem-solving session: The most effective way of doing this is by
doing something that your child enjoys or alternatively, you can incorporate this
session into a family meeting. Identify exactly what the issue is without blaming
your child for the behaviour, while explaining why this doesn’t work for you.
b) Ask your child questions that show that you’re in it together: “What could
WE do about this?”
c) Work together with your child to generate what possible solutions there may
be to the problem in question. Talk about what you could both do differently
next time the problem presents itself.
d) Listen to their suggestions carefully, asking them: “And how do you think that
would work for you?”

e) Have a brainstorming session: Decide on what you each think are the best
solutions and then brainstorm together about how you could implement them.
f) Ask your child how they would prefer to be reminded should they break your
agreement: If they don’t have any ideas of their own, help them come up with a
fun way to remind them.

Tool 4: Family meetings
Holding regular family meetings is key to building and maintaining a strong
connection with your children and to building their confidence and selfesteem.It provides the perfect forum in which to give encouragement and praise
and to discuss challenges and how to overcome them.
It’s also a way of making sure that all family members feel a sense of belonging
and responsibility towards one another, and it provides an invaluable
opportunity for each person to have their thoughts heard and their feelings
acknowledged. This in itself is incredibly powerful as it helps to create a feeling
of family unity and togetherness and a stronger sense of confidence in the
strength of the family bond.
How to hold Family Meetings:
1. Schedule in (ideally) one family meeting every week.
2. (Optional to make it fun) Elect two family members to act as Chair-Person and
Secretary.
3. Open the meeting with compliments and gratitudes. Each person should take

a turn addressing every family member to express a gratitude or give a
compliment. This is a great opportunity to use your new skills in order to praise
the effort and progress that your children have made over the previous week(s).
It also significantly boosts their confidence as they feel that they are noticed and
acknowledged.
4. Ask every family member to share a moment that they have been proud of
since the last meeting. Another great confidence booster!
5. Go through the ‘Agenda’, which may include one or more of the following:
• Individual issues, each family member has the opportunity to raise their need
or identify a problem they may be experiencing.
• Hold a Problem Solving session to deal with any individual issues.
• Decide on a task/chore system: allocate tasks and household duties.
• Plan activities and family fundays.
• Play a game or have a sing-song.
• It may sound a bit cheesy, but it adds to the sense of bonding to end the
meeting with a family hug!

Other Activities that will help develop confidence and self-esteem:
1. Developing self-awareness and goals:

As explained in Chapter 2 and 3, self-awareness is a key component of selfesteem as it increases your child’s ability to understand what they are good at
and to be realistic about what they can achieve. Setting goals is also a great way
to achieve something over a long period of time, as it helps to develop selfesteem and allows children to make mistakes that will teach valuable lessons.
Here are some ideas that can help develop their self-awareness:
●

Ask your child (ideally in a Family Meeting) to share what they

consider to be their greatest strength and their greatest achievement to
date. Does their self-evaluation match your own opinion?
●

Ask them to share one or two goals/dreams they’d like to achieve in

the next 12 months. Ask them to be specific about the nature of this goal
and how they will achieve it. For example, if they want to be able to play
the piano in front of an audience in 12 months, or if they’d like to be part
of the school’s football team, what are the steps to achieving this. If they
come up with negative self-talk, find ways to show them why this is a
‘fixed mindset’ and how a growth mindset can help them to achieve their
goal(s).
2. Teaching them how their brain works:
As explained in Chapter 3, this can really help foster a Growth Mindset as it
shows children that the brain is a muscle that can be developed. It’s a great way
of demonstrating to them that when we practice something new, the ‘neural
connections’ that our synapses make get stronger and the easier things get. Here
are some useful books that can help you initiate a discussion with your child
about how their brain works:

●

For younger children: Your Fantastic Elastic Brain Stretch it, Shape it

by JoAnn Deak.
●

For older children: My First Book About the Brain by Patricia J.

Wynne
or The Owner's Manual for Driving Your Adolescent Brain by JoAnn Deak
There are also several useful videos about what it means to have a Growth
Mindset on Youtube. This series of 5 short videos from Class Dojo is really well
done (although we do not subscribe to the philosophy behind their app!): https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zrtHt3bBmQ

3. Improving memory:
As Dominic O’Brien’s story demonstrates, a good memory can be a great
confidence booster. You can help your children develop their memory from an
early age by playing memory games with them.
Here are a couple of games that will help improve their memory:
●

You have most probably already heard of the game: ‘I went to the

market and bought’? This is a great way to develop memory because
creating a story around a situation is a proven method to help people
remember things.One person starts saying: “I went to the market and
bought” and chooses an item. Each participant takes a turn and must
recite what the others have said in the right order whilst also adding an
extra item to the list.
●

Another enjoyable and useful game is to place 10 items on a table

and ask your child to memorise the objects for a minute or two. Then ask
them to turn their back, allowing you to remove an item. They then look

at the remaining objects and have a limited time (depending on their age)
to guess which one you removed.
4. Teaching them about how to use their body to increase their confidence:
Body language can influence their confidence. If you can teach your children to
show confidence through their body language, this will affect their state of mind
and they will feel more confident as a result, which then becomes a selfreinforcing cycle.
Breathing is also a great way to increase confidence by reducing stress and
anxiety in cases of challenging situations. Deep, mindful breathing - which
means breathing from the belly - is one of the most effective ways of reducing
stress and allowing us to make calm and rational decisions. Breathing for around
three minutes per day from an early age (and increasing this as they grow) is
important to practice with children as it helps give them a sense of control over
their own emotions and reactions to things.

For more details on the tools described above and to discover more techniques
that can help to radically improve your family life and your relationship with
your children, you can also read ‘Kids Don’t Come With a Manual - The
Essential Guide to a Happy Family Life’ or ‘The Working Parents’ Guide to
Raising Happy and Confident Children’.

Conclusion
As we’ve seen, self-esteem and confidence are key to success and there are
many ways in which we can help to develop these traits in our children. Being
aware of the impact that our words and actions have upon our child’s personal
development and their sense of self is an essential part of this process. We also
need to be aware of the most common parenting mistakes so we can avoid
making them and prevent our children from adopting a Fixed Mindset.
Because although there is no such thing as a ‘perfect parent’, there are steps that
each one of us can take to become more effective in our approach to parenting
and equip our children with all the tools they need to be able to thrive . Of
course, there will still be difficulties and challenges along the way, but never
despair. As the real-life examples in Chapter 4 demonstrate, there are countless
examples of children who appear to dislike school and may be labelled as lazy
and not ‘capable’ by their teachers and others, but who still go on to achieve
great things in life.
We must remember that as parents, one of the most important jobs we have is to
show our children that we will always believe in them, no matter what. When
we allow our children to make affordable mistakes and they see that we have
faith in their ability to survive hurt, upset and disappointment, they start to
develop more faith in themselves. And when we empower our children to
believe in themselves, we also empower them to become happy and
independent adults. So when spending time with your children, keep the
following points in mind:
●
Show your children how to celebrate their mistakes by embracing
yours as this will help make them more resilient and will increase their
willingness to take on new challenges.
●
Refrain from rescuing them from difficult experiences and
unpleasant emotions - this will help train their ‘disappointment muscles’,
and better prepares them for the realities of adult life.
●
Help them to see that in every difficulty or challenge they face lies
an opportunity for learning and growth.
●
Always focus on the effort and progress your child has made when
participating in a task, exam or activity rather than the outcome as this
will help them to develop a Growth Mindset and the art of selfmotivation.
●

Be selective and honest in the praise that you give and remember to

ask them questions to help them self-evaluate (such as “You must be
proud of yourself given all the efforts you’ve put into this”) before giving
your own ‘judgement’ and praise.
If you are consistent in the application of the tools in this book, you can
maximise the chances that your children will one day - hopefully sooner rather
than later - develop a growth mindset, find their passion(s) and become
completely responsible for their own success..
If you’ve found this eBook helpful and would like to equip yourself with more
of our highly effective tools that are designed to suit any parenting style, you can
discover this and a whole lot more in our book ‘Kids Don’t Come With a
Manual - The Essential Guide to a Happy Family Life’.
And if you’re a busy working parent, you may prefer to read the condensed
version ‘The Working Parents’ Guide to Raising Happy and Confident Children’,
which draws on the parallels between leadership and parenting.
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